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Gesture
by Steelcase
Sub-Category - Task

Gesture is the first chair designed to support our interactions with today’s
technologies.
RANGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Gesture supports movement between devices and healthy postures when
interacting with technology.
The Gesture 360 arm moves like the human arm, which allows users to be
supported in any position. Arms and shoulders remain supported when texting on a
smartphone, typing on a keyboard or swiping on a tablet.

RANGE OF POSTURES
Gesture supports the greatest range of postures in three ways: through the back,
the seat and the arms. With 3D LiveBack, Gesture mimics the natural motion of the
spine contouring to the user, creating the deepest recline.
RANGE OF USERS
Today’s workplace has to accommodate a wide range of users sizes. Most chairs
are only designed to fit one person: the average.
Whether large or small, Gesture promises personalized and custom comfort for all
users in one simple solution, all while utilizing a minimal footprint

Leap
by Steelcase
Sub-Category - Task

Changes in posture help you stay comfortable and more attentive. Leap office
chair’s Natural Glide System™ enables you to comfortably recline without straining
your eyes, neck, or arms.
THE SPINE DOESN’T MOVE AS A SINGLE UNIT
When you recline, your upper spine moves backward and your lower spine arches
forward.

EACH INDIVIDUAL’S SPINE MOTION IS UNIQUE
Even for people of identical size, age, and gender, each spine moves differently.
Vision and reach impact your posture. When you recline in traditional chairs, the
distance between you and your work can increase, which in turn can strain your
eyes, arms and neck.

Think
by Steelcase
Sub-Category - Task

Think is the chair with a brain and a conscience. It's intelligent enough to understand
how you sit and adjust itself intuitively.

The Think chair is an adjustable office chair that senses what your body needs. The
Integrated LiveBack™ System conforms to your body and moves with you as you
change postures. It features an advanced weight-activated seat, so anybody can
get comfortable, quickly.
3D Knit or Upholstered back

Series 1
by Steelcase
Sub-Category - Task

Steelcase Series 1 office chair delivers performance, style and choice. It retains
everything that’s valued in a chair, while making it attainable for everyone
With a lightweight, slim profile and one of the smallest footprints – Steelcase
Series 1 performs well in any setting from collaboration to focus spaces.
Steelcase Series 1 was thoughtfully designed with integrated LiveBack
technology, adaptive bolstering and 4D adjustable arms, delivering the dynamic
performance you’ve come to expect from Steelcase.
Mesh or Upholstered back
Unmatched colour selection

Amia
by Steelcase
Sub-Category - Task

Amia is a hardworking, versatile ergonomic office chair that adds an element of
sophistication to any workspace.

Whether it’s the conference room, a personal workstation, or the home office, the
versatile design of the Amia office chair fits into any work environment.
The flex you feel when you lean against Amia’s backrest is its unique
LiveLumbar™ technology. Different than a typical lumbar “cushion,” LiveLumbar is
a system of flexors that move with your back for consistent, dynamic support. Two
handles on the chair’s backrest let you slide the LiveLumbar to the ideal position
for you.

Silq
by Steelcase
Sub-Category - Task

The performance is intuitive. It responds to the natural movement of the human body.
The way you move is the way it moves

The idea for SILQ was clear; we wanted to create a chair that’s simple, more
organism than machine. One that operates intuitively and invites the human body
to participate in the experience.
To get there we pushed the boundaries of material science. Through explorations
with carbon fiber, we achieved our vision. But it was a material process
breakthrough that embodies the qualities of carbon fiber, that allows us to deliver
on our aspiration at mass scale.

Cobi
by Steelcase
Sub-Category - Task

The Cobi office chair by Steelcase was designed to foster collaboration and
promote movement, creating a perfect solution for meetings and conference
rooms.

There’s no such thing as a quick meeting. We spend more time collaborating
today than ever before. Squirming, fatigue, and loss of focus are unavoidable.
Let’s face it. Working with others requires a completely different set of postures,
and thus, a completely different kind of chair. One that helps keep you
comfortable and focused in collaborative settings like conference and training
rooms.

Task Stools
by Steelcase
Sub-Category - Task

Our high-performance task chairs are also available as task stools.
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Crew
by Steelcase
Sub-Category - Task

Crew office chairs deliver all-day comfort and a high level of performance

Crew office chairs deliver all-day comfort and a high level of performance with
simple, intuitive controls, right at your finger tips. Classic and refined, Crew was
designed by Brian Kane

Reply
by Steelcase
Sub-Category - Task

Choices for seating are abundant with Reply — a complete global family of task
and guest chairs that are as nice to look at as they are to sit in

Reply chair controls give you comfort right at your fingertips- the kind of comfort
that makes it easy to sit for a long time, with the kind of control unexpected in a
chair this reasonably priced. And Reply’s high-performance mechanism provides
the adjustments you need for long-term comfort.
Reply is ready to take on whatever your workday brings. Simple, easy-to-use
controls provide the individual comfort adjustments you need to make sitting a
pleasure.

Mesh or Upholstered back.

Protege
by Steelcase
Sub-Category - Task

Protégé is perfect in meeting rooms, as a guest chair, or for short-term work areas

This simple and supportive chair provides you with what you need for every task
you take on throughout your day.
Protégé fits perfectly into smaller workspaces — and budgets.
Contoured for your comfort, Protégé comes with a wide variety of adjustments and
fabric

Jack
by Steelcase
Sub-Category - Task

Jack by Turnstone delivers sturdy, hard-working comfort for all-day support

Jack adapts cleverly to your natural movements and has simple controls that are
easy to find, understand and use

Player
by Steelcase
Sub-Category – Guest | Side | Stacking

The simple and durable Player chair is a convenient, comfortable, stackable chair for
a multitude of uses
It’s the perfect solution for high traffic areas like waiting rooms, classrooms, cafes
or multi-purpose spaces. A true “team player,” its slim, quiet aesthetic fits in just
about anywhere.
Key Features
• The four-leg version of the Player chair stacks six-high on the floor and eighthigh on the dolly.
• Available with or without arm
Available on casters and as a sled base.

Move
by Steelcase
Sub-Category – Guest | Side | Stacking

Move stackable side chairs are a durable solution available with a variety of
options.

Match an existing office design or outfit a new space with Move. Upholster with
fabric, leather or vinyl. Or choose non-upholstered options with 144 possible seat
and back color combinations.
Plastic or Upholstered seat and back, arms or armless, casters or glides.

Scoop
by Turnstone
Sub-Category – Lounge

Scoop is simple, durable and functional. Perfect for project teams, meetings and
other collaborative work. A generous size seat gives you plenty of wiggle room. You
can also order an upholstered version that adds a little cush and a splash of color.

•
•
•
•

Clean and simple design.
Optional seat cushion option for added comfort and a pop of color.
Durable and cleanable.
Generous sized seat

Shortcut
by Steelcase
Sub-Category – Guest | Side

Sleek, modern and incredibly versatile, Shortcut by Turnstone offers simple
sophistication for the way you work.

With a comfortable plastic shell and a range of options, Shortcut is a true multipurpose chair.
• Flexible plastic shell available in 11 color options.
• Back cut-out is designed to offer extra flexibility and comfort.
Shortcut’s patented elbow rests let you use devices with elbows fully supported
or pull close to your desk without the hassle of adjusting arms.
Shortcut’s generous seat allows for easy-in, easy-out mobility to keep pace with
your busy environment.
5 star base, wire base, stool and wood base options.

